‘We are the first group of humans to experience six generations of people living at the same time, each generation formed with different values.’
- Elizabeth Davis rsm

‘The Aboriginal word, Dadirri, a process of deep and respectful listening to build community.’
- Carmel McDonough rsm

‘In the diversity of peoples who experience the gift of God, each in accordance with its own culture, the Church expresses her genuine catholicity and shows forth the “beauty of her varied face”.’
(From the Gospel #116)

‘Power of education to transform society.’
- Ailish O’Brien rsm

‘Ministry of “courteous presence”: in scenes of wretched poverty, Catherine saw only the person.’
- Susan Browne rsm

‘We are the first group of humans to experience six generations of people living at the same time, each generation formed with different values.’
- Elizabeth Davis rsm

‘The character of children can develop through the positive influence of a confident teacher whose behaviour can be emulated by the children and inspire them towards meaningful lives.’
- John Dau

‘What are the important social markers for me of this age in which we live?’
- Guiding Group

‘Worldwide movement (The Shift) to provide a platform to unite and amplify support for the right to housing, to change the conversation, and to encourage government engagement and action.’
- Angela Reed rsm

‘The open space in the painting, for me, is the doorway in which all can continue to enter, be informed and experience transformational emergence.’
- Mary White rsm (artwork, ‘Si’ by Mary White rsm)

‘Bring forth the city of God.’
- Marty Haugen

‘In what ways can I continue to help shape a world which responds to “the cry of Earth and the cry of the Poor”?’
- Guiding Group

‘Agency ~ Access ~ Action’
- Julia Upton rsm
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